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(a) íj Azi-l E &(f) [‘F&(f) respectively], i = 1,. . . ,k + 1, and Azi 
E %(f) [&(f)],i = 1,. . , k, then 
A1A2.. . Azk+l E K(f) Ka(f)]. 
(b) In particular, if gl,g2, . . . ,g2k+1 E G(X), gcd(f,gii) = 1 fd max 
{deg f, deg g2i) = n, i = 1,. . . , k, then there exists g E Cn(X) such 
thut 
B,(f,gl)B~l(f,g2)~,(f,g3)B~l(f,94)...B~l(flg2k) 
&l(f,g2k+l) = &z(f>S). (1.1) 
Moreover, g E Cn(X) sutisfies the property (1 .l) if und only if 
QlL73.. ’ g2kfl - g2g4 ’ ’ ’ g2kg = fp (14 
for u suituble polynomiul p E Ckn(X). 
Ifg=goEC,(X) 2s u polynomiul huving the property (1.2), then the 
set of al1 polynomiuls in Cn(X) huving the property (1.2) consists of al1 
polynomiuls of the farm go + Pf, /3 = const. 
In the present note we pursue the investigation of quantitative results 
concerning the interlacing products of Bezoutians and their inverses of the 
type given in (b) of Lemma 1. Moreover, we focus on the more genera1 
case of products of such matrices where the inverses of Bezoutians are 
replaced by Hankel matrices compatible with a polynomial f E Cn(X). 
Some of our quantitative results, e.g., the polynomial congruente equations 
(2.18) and (2.23) below, are especially important in the case when the 
compatible polynomial f hss degree less than n. In this case, an alternative 
of Fiedler’s assertion [4, Theorem 2.51 on the quasidirect decomposition of 
Hankel matrices is used as a tool. It turns out that each H E ‘l-&(f) 
(not necessarily singular) can be uniquely written as a quasidirect sum of 
the form 
H=H, 2 
0 f 
+Ho, (1.3) 
where h E Cn_l(X) with deg h < deg f, and HO of order n is a lower 
triangular Hankel matrix. 
By means of the decomposition (1.3) on Hankel matrices, we establish 
the properties of products of Bezoutians in &(f) and Hankel matrices 
in F&(f), including mutual relations between the compatible polynomial 
of the products, which are Bezoutians, and the generating functions, of 
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Hankel matrices therein (see Theorems 4 and 6 below). For applications of 
these results we refer to [2, Theorems 3.5, 5.31. 
In the case degf = n the result on products of matrices mentioned 
is not very surprising, since it is an almost immediate consequente of the 
well-known Barnett formulas (the calculation of the products of Bezoutians 
and Hankel matrices can be reduced to multiplication of polynomials in the 
companion matrix Cf ). 
The following notation and preliminaries wil1 be used in the sequel. 
Let n be a fixed natura1 number throughout. Denote by M,(C) the set 
of complex matrices of order n, by Cl(X) the subclass of Cn(X) consist- 
ing of al1 polynomials of degree n. We shall adopt the following conven- 
tions: the degree of the zero polynomial equals -00, so that deg 0 < deg f 
whenever f is a nonzero polynomial; gcd(f, g) is always monic where f, g 
are polynomials. 
By a Hankel matrix we shall mean a square matrix of order n which 
has the form H = (hi+j), i,j = O,l,. . . ,n - 1. Given two polynomials f 
and g with deg g 2 deg f, if g(X)/f (X) bas the expansion at infinity 
s(X) ho - = h-1 + x + x2 
f(A) 
!2+..., (1.4) 
then H = (hi+j), i, j = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1, is called the Hankel matrix gen- 
erated by the rational function g(X)/f(X), written as H = H,(g/f). A 
Hankel matrix H = (h,+j), i,j = O,l,. . . , n - 1, is lower triangular if 
ho = hl= . . . = h,_z = 0; a singular and lower triangular Hankel matrix 
is said to be degenerate. By definition, a Hankel matrix H = (h,+j), i, j = 
O,l,. . . , n - 1, iz compatible with a nonzero polynomial f(x) = fo + flX + 
. + fnXn if H[fln = 0, in which [fln = (fo,. . , fn)t E Cn+’ and 
5 = (hi+j), i= 0, 1, . . . , n - 2, j = 0, 1, . . . , n; in this case, write H E 
‘H,(f). Given a pair of polynomials f and g in &(X), the Bezoutian 
Bn(fr g) = (bij), i, j= 0, 1, . . , n - 1, of f and g is a symmetrie matrix of 
order n defined by 
f (X)g(p) - f (cL)g(4 = n-l b, _ppj 
x-P c 
w ’ 
i,j=o 
In this case, the Bezoutian &(f, g) is said to be compatible with f and g, 
written as B,(f,g) E S(f) or &(f,g) E K(g). 
Let 
f(X) = 2 fjXj (fn # OL g(X) = 2 gjXj. (1.5) 
j=o j=o 
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As is wel1 known, the following factorization formula due to S. Barnett is 
fundamental for the study of the Bezoutians: 
Bn(f99) = &(.f> WCf) = g(Cj>B?%(f, l), (1.6) 
where Cf of order n stands for the (first) companion matrix of f. Thus, 
the Bezoutian B,(f,g) is nonsingular if and only if gcd(f,g) = 1 and 
mm{ deg f, deg g} = n. Similarly, we have 
H, ; 
0 
= h(Cf)B;‘(f, 1) = B,i(f, l)h(C;), (1.7) 
where f E Cn (X) and h E Ca(X), and therefore H,(h/f) is nonsingular if 
and only if gcd(f,h) = 1, and deg f = n. It follows from (1.6), (1.7) or 
from Theorem 0.1 of Heinig and Jungnickel [7] that the inverse of H,(h/f) 
is given by 
H,-l h 0 f = h(f> 91, (1.8) 
where g(X) E Cn(X) is the solution of the congruente 
h(X)g(X) = 1 mod f(x). (1.9) 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
First of all, we need to establish an alternative to Fiedler’s assertion on 
the quasidirect decomposition of Hankel matrices. In contrast to Fiedler’s 
in [4, Theorem 2.51, our decomposition is stated for an a priori chosen 
polynomial f and is always unique whenever the Hankel matrix H (not 
necessarily singular) is in X,(f) for some 0 # f E C&(X). In the rest of 
the note we shall frequently quote this result rather than Fiedler’s. 
THEOREM 1. Let 0 # f E Cn(X) and H E ‘I&(f). Then there exist 
h E C,_I (X) with deg h < deg f and a lower triangular Hankel matrix He 
of order n, which is degenemte if deg f > 0, where h and He are determined 
uniquely by f and H, such that H can be uniquely written as a quasidirect 
sum of the form 
H=H, 3 +He, 
0 
(2.1) 
that is, H is the sum of both matrices H,(h/f) and He with rank H = 
rank H,(h/f) + rank Ho. ( We shall cal1 H,(h/ f) and Ho the proper and 
the lower triangular part of H, respectively.) 
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Proof. Observe that if H E 7-&(f) is a singular Hankel matrix, then 
the theorem follows from Theorem 2.5 of Fiedler [4] together with Theorems 
4 and 1 of Chen and Zhang [ll. Assume now that H is nonsingular. We 
have then by Theorem 3 of Fiedler [3] that H E Y&(g) for some g E CE(X) 
such that gcd(f,g) = 1 and He1 = &(f,g). Thus, there exists a pair of 
p, h of polynomials in Cn(X) with deg h < deg f satisfying gh - fp = 1, 
whence, by (1.8), 
H = BLl(f,g) = H, (f) = &($) -ff(;). 
Put now Ho = - H,( l/(fg)). Clearly, H,-, is a lower triangular Hankel 
matrix in X,(f) with rank HO = n - deg f, so that H = Hn(h/f) + Ho is 
a quasidirect sum, since gcd(f, h) = 1 and rank H,( h/f) = deg f, and Ho 
is degenerate if deg f > 0. In the case of deg f = 0, we have H,,_(h/f) = 
0, H = O+Ho, and the theorem follows obviously. In the case of deg f > 0, 
if H can be rewritten as a quasidirect sum of the form 
where h’ E C,_ 1 (X) such that deg h’ < deg f and H,$ is a degenerate Hankel 
matrix, then it is obvious that the Hankel matrix defined by 
= H; - H,, 
is degenerate as well. Since f E &(X), this implies that h = h’ and in turn 
Ho = HL. Thus, the uniqueness of the decomposition (2.1) does hold. ??
Note that if H of order n is a singular Hankel matrix [and iherefore 
H E 7-&(f) for a suitable 0 # f E &(X)], and H E F&(f) TI ‘H,(f), where 
both f and f are nonzero polynomials in Cn(X), then the decompositions 
in the sense of Theorem 1 
wil1 ensure, by Theorem 2.5 of Fjedler [4], that H,(h/f) = H,(h/f3, the 
proper part of H, and Ho = Ho, the degenerate part of H. Thus, in 
the case when H is singular Hankel, Theorem 1 is in fact independent of 
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the choice of the polynomial f therein, and is reduced to Theorem 2.5 of 
Fiedler [4]. 
COROLLARY 1. Let 0 # f E &(X). Then H E ‘I-&(f) if and only if 
there ezist h E C,_i (X) with deg h < deg f and a lower triangular Hankel 
matrix Ho E ‘H(f) such that H can be written as a quasidirect sum of the 
farm (2.1). 
Proof. Observe by Theorem 3 of [8] that in the case of f E C:(X), H E 
7&(f) if and only if H = H,(h/f) for a suitable h E Cn_l(X), and the 
conclusion follows with Ho = 0. In the case of deg f < n, the “only if” part 
follows from Theorem 1, and the “if” part is an immediate consequente of 
Lemma 2 of [l], since in this case H,(h/f) is a singular Hankel matrix 
compatible with f. ??
THEOREMA. LetO # f, a,b E G(X), and let H = (hi+j)t$, E 7&(f) 
be degenerate, rank H = k. Then 
&(f,a)H%(f,b) = Hn(f,fp) (2.2) 
holds for a suitable polynomial p E Ck(A) depending only upon a, b, and 
H. Moreover, al1 p E Ck(X) satisfying the property (2.2) are of the farm 
pa + c, c = con&, where po E Ck(A) satisfies (2.2). If, further, H # 0 and 
p E Ck(x) has the property (2.2), then degp = k if and only if a, b E C:(X). 
Proof. The theorem is trivial when H = 0. It remains to prove it in 
the case of H # 0. A simple calculation leads to 
Bn(a, l)H&(b, 1) = &(LP), (2.3) 
where p(X) = zz, pjXj is a suitable polynomial in ck(x) having 
Pk = -anhzn-k-lbn, (2.4 
in which a, and b, are the coefficients at X” in a(A) and b(X), respectively. 
Thus, degp = rank H = k if and only if anb, # 0, that is, a, b E C:(X). 
Since H E 1-1,(f) is degenerate with rank H = k, we have by Chen and 
Zhang [1, Theorem 21 that deg(fp) 5 deg f + k 5 n. Now we first prove 
(2.2) under the constraint that a, b E C:(X) having n simple roots each: 
b(X) = b, fi(A - zi) 
i=l 
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Denote by V(a) = (Y~+~)FT&, 
matrices associated with a X) 7 
and V(b) = (.zz~+~)~& the Vandermonde 
and b(X), respectively. By straightforward 
algebraic manipulations, it is easily seen that 
dic9[f(Yi)lr=i V(o)tB7z(17p)V(b) diu9[f(zi)l~~~ = V(a)tBn(f~ .fPjV(b). 
This, combined with (1.6), (2.3), and the well-known result that 
v(o)-lCJ(o) = dicg [Yl, . . . > Ynl, 
implies that 
W4t~,(f, a)H&(f, b)V(b) 
Since both of V(u) and V(b) are nonsingular, (2.2) holds for some polyno- 
mial p E Ck(X). Now we show (2.2) in the genera1 case when u and b are in 
C&(X). As is wel1 known, any polynomial in Cn(X) can be written as a sum 
of a pair of polynomials in C:(X), each of which can be in turn written as 
a sum of a pair of polynomials in C:(X) having n simple roots each. Thus, 
(2.2) holds for any u, b E Cn(X) in terms of the result just proved. The rest 
is obvious, since the polynomials p E Ck(X) having the property (2.2) are 
independent of the choice of f E G(X). W 
THEOREM 3. Let 0 # f, h, u, b be al1 in Cn(X), deg h < deg f. Then 
there exists g E C&(X) such thut 
%(f> a)Kl 
0 
f &(f> b) = &(f,g). (2.5) 
Moreover, g E Cn(X) satisjies the property (2.5) if and only if 
degg I degf (2.6a) 
and 
g = hub + fw (2.6b) 
for a suituble polynomial w of degree 2n - 1 ut most. The set of al1 polyno- 
mials sutisfying (2.6) consists of al1 polynomials of the farm go +Bf, where 
B is a constant. 
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Proof. If 0 # f = const, then the theorem follows immediately, since 
in this case g E Cn(X) satisfies (2.5) or (2.6) if and only if g = con&. 
Assume now that deg f > 0. We shall distinguish two cases according to 
the degree of gcd(f, h). Suppose first that gcd(f, h) = 1. Then there exist 
polynomials p E C:(X) and q E C,_,(X) such that 
hP-fq= 1, (2.7) 
so that by (1.8), 
k(F) =Hn(;) +fL(;) 
=&%P)+& (23) 
in which H,(l/(fp)) belongs to F&(f) an is e d ’ d g enerate, since deg(fp) > n 
and n - deg f = rank H,,(l/(fp)). It follows from Theorem 2, Lemma 1, 
and (2.7) that 
B,(f,b) = %(f>fF) 
for a suitable polynomial 5 of degree n - deg f at most, and 
&(f, o)&(f,p)-lWfY b) = %(f,$ 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
for a suitable 5 E Cn(X) satisfying 
ab-pg= fa (2.11) 
where o(X) is a polynomial in &(X). Put now 
go(X) = 9(A) + f(X)P(X). (2.12) 
Then go(X) E G(X) satisfies (2.5) with g := go by (2.9), (2.10), and (2.8). 
If g E Cn(X) is such that 
B, (f, o)H, 
0 
; Bn(f> b) = &(f, g), (2.13) 
then &(f,go) = B,(f,g),ge being as in (2.12), so that g = go +Pf, where 
,0 = con&. By (2.11), (2.12), and (2.7), we have 
g(x) = s(x) + f(X)[P(X) + Bl = h(+(WO) + f(~b~(~), (2.14) 
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in which w E C&_ i (X) is defined by 
and (2.6b) follows. As for (2.6a), if gcd(f,ab) = 1, then, from (2.14) and the 
condition that gcd(f, h) = 1, we have that gcd(f, g) = 1, and therefore, by 
(2.13), degf = rankH,(h/f) L rankB,(f,g) = maz{degf,degg}. Thus, 
(2.6a) follows under the assumption that gcd(f,ab) = 1. 
In the case when gcd(f, ab) # 1, we have that there exist al, a2, bl, b2 E 
Cn(X) such that a = al+az,b = bi+b2, andgcd(f,aibj) = 1 for i,j = 1,2. 
By the result just proved, there exist gii,g12,g21, g22 E Cn(X) such that 
Bn(f> bj) = Wf,gijL i,j = 1,2, 
and 
deg gij 5 deg f, i,j = 1,2, 
so that deg(gll + m + ml + m) I deg f ad 
&z(fr ~)Hn 0 ; Bn(f, b) = Kz(f,gll + m + al + cm). 
This together with (2.13) obtains that g = gil +gi2-t-g2i +g22+fY for some 
X E C, whence deg g 5 deg f, i.e., (2.6a) follows again when gcd (f, ab) # 1. 
Conversely, if (2.6) is fulfilled for some g, that is, deg g 5 deg f and 
g = hab + fw where w E Cz,_i(X), then g - go = f(w - wa), where go is 
as in (2.12), and wo E C&_r(X) is such that go + hab = fwo, so that 
w - wc is same constant 6, and g = go + fS. Thus, (2.5) follows. 
Assume now that gcd(f, h) # 1. Then there exist hl, h2 E Cn(X) such 
that h = hl + hz, deg hi < deg f and gcd( f, hi) = 1 for i = 1,2. According 
to what we already proved, we can conclude that the theorem is also true 
if gcd(f, h) # 1. W 
As an application of Corollary 1 and the proof of Theorem 3 we have 
COROLLARY~. LetH E M,(C) and 0 # f E G(X). Then H E ‘l&(f) 
if and only if there exist two polynomials 91, g2 E C:(X) with gcd (f, si) = 1 
for i = 1,2, and a lower ttiangular Hankel matrix HO E F&(f) such that 
H = K’(f,gl) + K’(f,gz) + Ho. (2.16) 
Proof. The “if” part is obvious. By Corollary 1, if H E ‘F&(f) then 
H = H, (h/f) + HO for some h E Cn(X) with deg h < deg f and some 
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lower Hankel matrix Hc E tin(f). Thus, if gcd(f, h) = 1, then H,(h/f) = 
B; 1 (f, 2p) + B;’ (f, 2~) + HA for some p E C:(X) and some lower Hankel 
matrix HA E ‘H,(f) by (2.8), and (2.16) follows with g1 := g2 := 2p,Ha := 
Hc + HA. When gcd(f, h) # 1 we can assume that deg f > 0, since in case 
0 # f = const, (2.16) holds obviously with gr(X) = X” and gs(X) = --An. 
Then there exist hl, ha E Cn(X) such that h = hl + ha, deg hi < deg f, and 
gcd(f,hi) = 1 for i = 1,2, so that H,(hi/f) = B;l(f,pi)+Hoi for i = 1,2, 
where pi is some polynomial in C:(X) and Hio is some lower Hankel matrix 
in F&(f) by (2.8) again. Thus, (2.16) follows with gr := pl,ga := pa, and 
Ho := Ho + Hol + Hoz. ??
Theorems 2 and 3 yield a useful result for Hankel matrices in F&(f) 
when combined with the quasidirect decomposition given in Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 4. Let 0 # f, a,b E C,(X), and H E tin(f). If H has the 
unique quasidirect decomposition of the farm H = H,( h/ f) + Ha as in 
Theorem 1, then: 
(a) There ezists g E C,,(A) such that 
B,(f,a)HB,(f,b) = B,(f,g). 
(b) If g E Cn(X) satisjìes the property (2.17), then 
g=hab+fw 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
for a suitable polynomial w E Can_1 (X), and degg - deg f 5 rank Ho. In 
particular, degg - degf = rank Ho > 0 if Ho # 0 and a, b E CE(X); 
max{degf, degg} = rank H if a, b E Cn(X)and gcd(f, h) = 1. 
Proof. (a): If f(A) is a nonzero constant, we have h = 0, H = Ho, and 
thus the theorem follows by (2.3) and Theorems 2 and 3. Suppose now that 
degf > 0. It follows from Theorem 1 that Ho is degenerate. By Theorems 
2 and 3, there exist po, go E G(X) with degpo 5 rank HO and deggo 5 deg f 
such that go = hab + fwo for a suitable wc E Csn_l(X), 
and 
Bn(f> a)Hn 
0 
; Bn(f,b) = B,(f,go), 
B,(f,a)HoBn(f,b) = Bn(f,fpo). 
Put now g = go + fpo. Then g E &(X), and (2.17) follows from the last 
two relations. 
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(b): If $ E C,,(X) satisfies (2.17) with g := c, then, since &(f,g) 
= Bn(f, 9) and g = ge + fps, there exists a constant p such that 5 = 
g + Pf = go + fpe + Bf, and therefore, by Theorem 3, 9 = hab + fwo + 
fpe + Bf = hab + jW, where wo is a suitable polynomial in Cs,+_i(X) and 
W(X) = wo(X) + po(X) + /3 E Cz,+i(X). Thus, (2.18) follows with g := 2, 
and w := W. Also, the fact that g = go + f(pe + p), /3 = const, together 
with deggs 2 degf and degpb 5 rank Ho, ensures that 
de@ = deg[go + f (po + PI1 5 derf + max{deg(po + BL 0) 
5 degf + rank HO, 
so that deg? - deg f 5 rank Ho. In particular, if Ho # 0 and a, b E CE(X), 
then degpo = rank Ho > 0 in view of Theorem 2, and thus 
deg$ - deg f = degpo = rank HO. 
In the case when gcd(f, h) = 1 and a, b E C!(X), we have that degc(X) 5 
degf = rank H if Ho = 0, and rank H = degf +rank Ho = deggif Ho # 0. 
Thus, max{ degc, degf} = rank H. ??
THEOREM 5. Let 0 # f, g, a, b E Cn(X) and let 1 = degg - deg f. If both 
of B,( f, a) and B, (f, b) are nonsingular, then 
(a) The matrix H defined by 
H = B~‘(f,a)B,(f,g)Bn’(f,b) (2.19) 
is in 7&(f). 
(b) There exists uniquely h E Cn_l(X) with degh < deg f such that H 
given in (2.19) has uniquely the quasidirect decomposition of the form 
H=H, 2 +Ho, 
0 f 
where Ho is the lower triangular part of H with rank HO = max(1, 0). 
Moreover, if h E Cn(X) is the unique polynomial in (2.20), then 
g=hab+fw (2.21) 
for a suitable w E CZ,_~(X). 
Proof. Observe by Theorem 4 of Fiedler [3] that both of B;‘(f, a) 
and BL 1 (f, b) are Hankel matrices in 31, (f). Thus, (a) follows from (a) of 
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Lemma 1. As for (b), by Theorem 1 it suffices to verify (2.21) and the fact 
that rank Ho = ma.z{l, 0). We have from (2.19) that 
and (2.21) follows from (2.20) and Theorem 4. If HO = 0, then 1 = 
degg - deg f 5 0 by Theorem 4, whence rank HO = mux{Z, 0). Conversely, if 
1 5 0, then Ho = 0 when degf = n in view of Theorem 3 of [8] and Theorem 
1 and when deg f < n in view of Theorem 4. Finally, if 1 > 0 (and therefore 
degf < n), we have that HO # 0 and a,b E C!(X) under the assumption 
that both &(f,a) and &(f,b) are invertible, whence rank HO = 1 by 
Theorem 4 once more. ??
As immediate corollaries, Theorems 4 and 5 have the following gener- 
alized results. 
THEOREM 6. Let m > 2 be a jîxed integer, and 0 # f,gl, . . . ,gm 
E &(X). Let Hi E 7-&(f) h ave a unique quasidirect decomposition of the 
farm Hi = Hn(hi/f) + Hoi, where hi E C+i(X) with deghi < degf and 
Hoi is the lower triangular part of Hi, i = 1, . . . , m - 1. Then there exists 
g E Cn(X) such that 
B,(f,gl)HlB,(f,g2)Hz...H,-lB,(f,g,) = &(f,g). (2.22) 
Moreover, if g E Cn(X) satisfies the property (2.22), then 
g = hlh2.. ’ h,,,_lglg2.. ‘gm + fw (2.23) 
for a suitable polynomial w of degree (m - 1)(2n - 1) at most; in this case, 
al1 g E Cn(X) satisfying the property (2.22) ure of the farm go(X) + cf(A), 
c = const. 
Proof. A simple induction argument based on Theorem 4. ??
THEOREM 7. Let k be a @ed positive integer. Let 0 # f, 91,. . . , gzk+i 
E C,(X) be such that max{ degf,deg gzi_1) = n and gcd(f,gai_l) = 1, 
i = l,..., k+l. Then: 
(a) The products 
B~‘(f,gl)B,(f,g2)B~‘(f,gs)B,(f,g4)”.B,(f,g2k)B~‘(f,g2k+l) 
(2.24) 
can be written as a single Hankel matrix, say H, in Ft,(f). 
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(b) There etist h E C&(X) with degh < degf and a lower triangular 
Hankel matrix Ho depending only upon f and H defined by (2.24), 
such that H has a unique quasidirect decomposition of the form 
H=H,, 3 +HO, 
0 
in which Ho is the lower triangular part of H with rank Ho = max 
{deggo - degf, 0). Moreover, the polynomial h in (2.25) satisfies 
g2g4. . . g2k = hg3 . . . g2k+l + fw 
for a suitable polynomial w of degree (k + 1)n - 1 at most. 
Proof (a) follows easily from Lemma 1, since Bi1 (f, g2+1) E 7fn (f), 
i = l,..., k + 1. The result (b) follows from Theorem 5 by induction with 
respect to k. H 
The authors thank the referee for helpful comments and suggestions. 
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